Introduction {#sec1-1}
============

The frequency of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has increased in recent years in children; however, it is very sensitive to motion artifacts. This investigation requires children to stay still for a variable time of up to an hour in a magnetic, closed, claustrophobic, and noisy environment; hence, a deep level of sedation is required during MRI.\[[@ref1][@ref2]\]

The success of sedation for MRI is measured by two factors: The safety of the sedation procedure (lack of adverse events) and the effectiveness of the procedure (successful completion of the diagnostic investigation). Therefore, appropriate drugs need to be selected, administered, and titrated to achieve these objectives.

In the past, chloral hydrate and pentobarbital had been the drugs of choice for pediatric sedation in radiological investigations, but the complications associated with them limit their use.\[[@ref3]\] With time, more drugs such as midazolam and ketamine became popular for sedation in children for diagnostic procedures. Midazolam may cause paradoxical excitation and agitation with higher doses while adverse effects such as hypertonicity and hypertension are commonly seen with ketamine.\[[@ref4][@ref5]\]

Propofol by continuous infusion provides the ability to titrate a desired level of sedation and provides a rapid recovery after infusion is terminated. However, propofol can cause hypotension, respiratory depression, bradycardia, and loss of protective airway reflexes.\[[@ref6]\]

Dexmedetomidine, a potent and highly selective α~2-~ receptor agonist, provides profound levels of sedation without affecting cardiovascular and respiratory stability. However, it causes dose-dependent decrease in heart rate (HR) and mean arterial blood pressure.\[[@ref7]\]

There are limited studies comparing propofol with dexmedetomidine for procedural sedation in children. Hence, we conducted the present study to evaluate dexmedetomidine versus propofol for sedation in children undergoing MRI.

Materials and Methods {#sec1-2}
=====================

This prospective randomized study was conducted in the Department of Anaesthesiology and Critical Care in collaboration with Department of Radiology, Pt. B.D. Sharma Postgraduate Institute of Medical Sciences, Rohtak (India). After local institutional research and Ethical Committee approval and written parental consent, a total of sixty children aged 2--10 years, having physical status 1 or 2 according to the American Society of Anesthesiologists, undergoing MRI were included in the study.

Exclusion criteria {#sec2-1}
------------------

Any known allergies to the study drugsEpisodes of vomiting, apnea, and active respiratory illnessUnstable cardiac statusAnticipated difficult airwayChildren on digoxin, beta-blockers, or calcium channel blockers.

Baseline HR, systolic blood pressure (SBP), respiratory rate (RR), and oxygen saturation (SpO~2~) were recorded on arrival to the preparation room.

Children were allocated according to a random number table to receive either dexmedetomidine (Group D) or propofol (Group P).

Group D (*n* = 30) received injection dexmedetomidine 2 μg/kg for 10 min followed by continuous infusion of 1.0 μg/kg/h.

Group *P* (*n* = 30) received injection propofol 1 mg/kg bolus followed by continuous infusion of 100 μg/kg/min.

The sedation level of the children was measured using the Ramsay sedation scale every 1 min till a score of 5 was achieved.\[[@ref8]\] Children were positioned on the scanning table after a Ramsay sedation score (RSS) of 5 was achieved and hemodynamic as well as respiratory stability was ensured. Thereafter, RSS was measured every 5 min till the imaging was over.

If RSS of 5 was not achieved after infusion of the study drug for 25 min, the infusion rate of the study drugs was increased to 1.5 μg/kg/h in Group D and to 150 μg/kg/min in Group *P* for 5 min.

Patients were allowed to breathe spontaneously without an artificial airway throughout the procedure. Ventilatory function was assessed by the observation of respiratory activity. If the SpO~2~ level decreased below 93% for 30 s, the imaging process was interrupted, and the patient was taken out of the MRI tunnel. After assessing airway, the neck was extended and oxygen administered via facemask, and the study drug infusion was discontinued temporarily. The imaging process was started again once the SpO~2~ returned to normal. At the end of the MRI, the drug infusion was discontinued, and the children were then transferred to the recovery room.

The quality of the MRI was evaluated using a three-point scale (1 = no motion; 2 = minor movement; and 3 = major movement necessitating another scan). Point scale 1 and 2 were considered satisfactory for imaging.

Site and duration of MRI, onset of sedation (RSS = 5), duration of sedation (time in minutes from beginning of infusion of the drug to the point at which infusion was stopped), incremental infusion requirement, and recovery time (time in minutes from the last dose of sedation to the point at which patient was discharged) were recorded. Hemodynamic and respiratory parameters such as HR, SBP, SpO~2~, and RR were recorded at 5 min interval up to 50 min. Complications such as nausea, vomiting, hypotension, bradycardia, respiratory depression, desaturation, and allergic reaction if any were noted. Criteria for bradycardia and hypotension were taken as \>20% decrease in HR and SBP from baseline values.\[[@ref9][@ref10]\] Respiratory depression was taken as RR \<10/min.\[[@ref11]\]

Statistical analysis {#sec2-2}
--------------------

At the end of the study, the data were collected and analyzed statistically. Intergroup statistical analysis was performed using Student\'s *t*-test and nonparametric data was analyzed using Chi-square test. Comparison of continuous data between groups was done using ANOVA. Comparison of categorical data between groups was done using Fisher\'s exact test. *P* \< 0.05 was considered as statistically significant, and *P* \< 0.001 was considered highly significant.

Results {#sec1-3}
=======

Mean age, weight, and sex ratio among the two groups were comparable. The distribution of patients according to site, duration, and quality of MRI were comparable in both the groups \[[Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}\].

###### 

Demographic profile, site, duration, and quality of magnetic resonance imaging

![](SJA-11-163-g001)

The mean time for onset of sedation in Group D was much longer than in Group P, the difference being highly significant (*P* = 0.000). Mean duration of sedation was comparable in the two groups. The number of patients requiring increased infusion of study drug was significantly higher in Group D (30%) as compared to Group *P* (16.7%) (*P* \< 0.05). The average recovery time in Group D was much longer than in Group P, and the difference was statistically highly significant (*P* \< 0.001) \[[Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}\].

###### 

Onset and duration of sedation, increased infusion requirement, and recovery time

![](SJA-11-163-g002)

In both the groups, a highly significant increase in RSS was observed during the entire monitoring period of 50 min when compared to the baseline score (*P* \< 0.001). On comparing between the two groups, initially, at 5 and 10 min intervals, there was a highly significant increase in RSS in Group *P* than Group D (*P* \< 0.001) while it was similar in the two groups at 15, 20, and 25 min intervals (*P* \> 0.05). Thereafter, patients in Group D showed a significantly higher RSS at 35, 40, and 45 min intervals (*P* \< 0.05) \[[Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}\].

###### 

Ramsay sedation score in patients

![](SJA-11-163-g003)

At the beginning of the study, HR in both the groups was comparable. Patients in Group D showed a highly significant downtrend in HR from the baseline up to 35 min interval (*P* \< 0.001). Thereafter, there was an increase in HR up to 50 min interval, but it was still significantly lower than the baseline (*P* \< 0.05). Similarly, in Group P, there was a highly significant decrease in HR from the baseline up to 30 min interval (*P* \< 0.001) and a significant decrease thereafter, up to 40 min (*P* \< 0.05). Comparing the mean HR between the groups, it was observed that patients in Group D exhibited consistently lower HR than Group *P* throughout the duration of the study, the difference being statistically significant up to 25 min interval (*P* \< 0.05).

There was a highly significant decrease in the mean SBP from the baseline in patients belonging to Group D up to 35 min interval (*P* \< 0.001). Although there was an increase in SBP after that, it remained significantly lower than the baseline at 40 and 45 min intervals (*P* \< 0.05). Similarly, in Group P, SBP was observed to decrease considerably from the baseline value up to 30 min, which was found to be highly significant (*P* \< 0.001). Thereafter, SBP in Group *P* showed an increasing trend at 35 and 40 min intervals but were still significantly lower than the baseline values (*P* \< 0.05). At 45 and 50 min intervals, SBP was found to be comparable to the baseline value (*P* \> 0.05). When the mean SBP was compared between the two groups, it was observed that the patients in Group D exhibited consistently lower SBP throughout the duration of the study than Group P. However, the difference between the mean SBP was found to be statistically insignificant (*P* \> 0.05).

Patients in Group D showed a significant decrease in their RR from the baseline during the 15, 20, and 25 min intervals (*P* \< 0.05). After that, the RR increased progressively and it was found to be statistically comparable to the baseline (*P* \> 0.05). However, the patients in Group *P* experienced a considerable decrease in RR from the baseline at 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, and 45 min intervals, and the difference was found to be highly significant (*P* \< 0.001). When the two groups were compared together, it was found that the patients in Group *P* exhibited consistently lower RR throughout with the difference being highly significant at 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, and 40 min intervals (*P* \< 0.001).

In Group D, no statistical difference with regard to the baseline value of SpO~2~ was seen throughout the study (*P* \> 0.05). On the other hand, patients in Group *P* showed a consistently decreasing trend in SpO~2~ levels up to 40 min which was found to be significantly lower when compared to the baseline (*P* \< 0.05). Thereafter, SpO~2~ was found to be comparable to the baseline (*P* \> 0.05). When the two groups were compared, it was observed that patients in Group *P* exhibited consistently lower SpO~2~ with the difference being significant at 20 and 25 min intervals (*P* \< 0.05).

One patient in Group D experienced an episode of vomiting in the recovery room. While bradycardia was seen in 2 patients in Group D, there was no bradycardia in Group P. Respiratory depression was observed in 2 patients in Group P. There was no oxygen desaturation or hemodynamic instability in both the patients. SpO~2~ was noted in 2 patients in Group P. No such episode was observed in any patient in Group D \[[Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}\].

###### 

Incidence of complications in patients

![](SJA-11-163-g004)

Discussion {#sec1-4}
==========

The frequency of MRI scan in children has increased in recent years making its role crucial in the diagnosis of various diseases. Depending on the need, an MRI scan takes about 10--30 min. For optimum image quality enabling precise diagnosis, patients have to remain motionless, which is difficult for children. Consequently, a deep level of sedation is required during MRI.\[[@ref1][@ref2]\] In the present study, interpretable MRI scans were obtained for all subjects, whether they were sedated with dexmedetomidine or propofol. This is in contrast with the results of a study conducted by Koroglu *et al*., where adequate sedation was obtained in 83% of the children who received dexmedetomidine and 90% of the children who received propofol.\[[@ref9]\] The high failure rates seen in their dexmedetomidine group may be attributable to the lower dose of dexmedetomidine used by them, i.e., a loading dose of 1 μg/kg over 10 min followed by infusion of 0.5 μg/kg/h. In another study by Koroglu *et al*., where dexmedetomidine was compared with midazolam for sedation during MRI in children, 80% of the children administered dexmedetomidine achieved adequate sedation.\[[@ref10]\] However, the results of the present study are in consensus with a study conducted by Mahmoud *et al*., where successful MRI sleep studies were recorded in 98% of the children in dexmedetomidine group and 100% in the propofol group.\[[@ref12]\]

The mean onset of sedation in the present study was 7.00 ± 1.74 min in Group D while it was 3.42 ± 1.34 min in Group P, the difference being highly significant statistically (*P* \< 0.001). This was found to be in contrast with the study conducted by Koroglu *et al*., where the average onset of sedation was found to be 19 min in patients who received dexmedetomidine.\[[@ref10]\] The considerably longer onset of sedation could be attributable to the difference in the end-point of accepted level of adequate sedation taken as RSS score of 6 in their study as opposed to an RSS of 5 in the present study. However, in another study by the same authors comparing dexmedetomidine and propofol for MRI sedation in children, the mean onset of sedation was 9 min in dexmedetomidine group while for propofol, it was observed to be 4 min, similar to our results.\[[@ref9]\]

Recovery time after dexmedetomidine was more than double (*P* \< 0.001) than that after propofol, i.e. 9.02 ± 2.99 min for dexmedetomidine while 3.52 ± 1.07 min for propofol. These findings are similar to the study of Arain and Ebert.\[[@ref13]\] In another study, Heard *et al*. observed that the time to recovery of full responsiveness after dexmedetomidine-midazolam infusion for MRI sedation was significantly greater than that after propofol by 50% (*P* \< 0.05).\[[@ref14]\] However, these authors used midazolam along with dexmedetomidine.

Initially, up to the 10 min interval, the RSS scores were higher in Group *P* than in Group D and the difference was found to be highly significant (*P* \< 0.001). This difference is probably due to the rapid onset of sedation with propofol than dexmedetomidine. After the drug infusion was stopped, the RSS scores in both the groups decreased. RSS scores in Group *P* were significantly lower as compared to Group D over the 35, 40, and 45 min intervals, which may be explained by the slower recovery time seen with dexmedetomidine as compared to propofol.

The mean HR was found to be lower in Group D as compared to Group P, the difference being significant up to 25 min interval (*P* \< 0.05). Our results are consistent with the findings of Koroglu *et al*., who found a highly significant decrease in HR from the baseline during sedation with dexmedetomidine as well as propofol (*P* \< 0.001). HR at 10, 20, and 25 min was significantly higher in propofol group than in dexmedetomidine group. They did not report bradycardia in any patient.\[[@ref9]\] Our findings are in accordance with the study of Heard *et al*., who found that the HR throughout the study in the dexmedetomidine group was significantly less than the baseline (*P* \< 0.001). HR in the dexmedetomidine group was significantly less than that in the propofol group (*P* \< 0.05). No episode of bradycardia was noted in any patient in either group.\[[@ref14]\]

The mean SBP was found to decrease in both the groups from the baseline, the difference being highly significant up to 35 min in Group D and up to 30 min in Group P. This can be correlated with the mean duration of infusion of dexmedetomidine and propofol in Group D and Group P, respectively. The SBP at 50 min interval was comparable to the baseline value in both the groups (*P* \> 0.05). Mahmoud *et al*., in their study, found a significant decrease in SBP with propofol (*P* \< 0.05), with no significant decrease in SBP with dexmedetomidine (*P* \> 0.05). The maintenance of SBP in the dexmedetomidine group can be attributed to the lower doses of dexmedetomidine used in their study as compared to the doses used by us.\[[@ref12]\]

When the two groups were compared with each other, there was a highly significant decrease in RR in Group *P* as compared to Group D up to 40 min interval (*P* \< 0.001). Our findings were consistent with the observations of Koroglu *et al*., where the mean RR was significantly lower in patients who received propofol as compared to patients who received dexmedetomidine (*P* \< 0.05).\[[@ref10]\] However, in the study by Heard *et al*., a significant decrease in the RR was seen in patients who received dexmedetomidine-midazolam as well as propofol (*P* \< 0.05). The decrease in RR in dexmedetomidine-midazolam may be due to the respiratory depressant action of midazolam.\[[@ref14]\]

Clinically, significant decrease in SpO~2~ was not seen in any patient who received dexmedetomidine. Our findings are consistent with those published by Mason *et al*., where out of the 120 children who received dexmedetomidine for MRI sedation, none of them had any episode of SpO~2~ (SpO~2~ \<93%).\[[@ref15]\]

No patient in the propofol group experienced vomiting. The lack of nausea and vomiting after receiving propofol is consistent with its antiemetic action. Only one patient in the dexmedetomidine group had an episode of vomiting which was managed by giving injection Ondansetron 0.1/mg/kg intravenously. This episode of vomiting may be attributable to the recent history of meningitis in that child. These findings were found to be consistent with those of Koroglu *et al*. and Heard *et al*., who did not report any similar episode of nausea or vomiting in any patient who received dexmedetomidine or propofol.\[[@ref10][@ref14]\]

Conclusion {#sec1-5}
==========

Propofol has an advantage of providing rapid onset of sedation and quicker recovery time. Dexmedetomidine results in a better preservation of RR and SpO~2~, so it may be more suitable in children who are prone to respiratory depression. Hence, both dexmedetomidine and propofol are suitable agents for sedation in children for MRI.
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